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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS & RAVE REVIEWS

"Jodi ~ Thank you for an amazing experience with your coaching program. I have seen amazing results
from everything you taught me. I am really impressed with some of your unique concepts and ideas.
The daily D.A.S.H. has been (and is) a real game changer!! I have seen growth in every area of my life
with the top 2 being my relationships and business development. I am truly grateful to have had the
pleasure of working with such a powerfully inspirational, creative, kind and funny person like you!"
~ Louie Sharp, President - Sharp Auto Body & Sharp Skills Seminars
Jodi is 'fabulous.' She intuitively and professionally understands how to connect with her clients on
multiple levels. The focus was always on what I needed to get out of the sessions. This wonderful coach
won't stop until you are 100% satisfied with the materials and her services. In our follow up sessions
Jodi went above and beyond to help me to prepare exercises for an upcoming live event. You will be
well advised to choose her for your coach or for your coach certification.
~ Beate Chelette, CEO The Women's Code; BeateChelette.com
I appreciate ALL the time and knowledge you consistently give to me in our strategy sessions. I know I
am going to be a huge success and I am so blessed to have you as my coach. Thank you for your
amazing insights and willingness to always be of service.
~ Charlie Collins, CEO of Vision Dynamics
Jodi Nicholson of A Fabulous Group is one of those rare individuals that bless your life in so
many ways... mentor/coach/friend. She has helped me transform my vision into my reality, and she's
not afraid to call me out when I'm blaming, complaining, rationalizing, or making excuses. Working
with Jodi is one of the best moves someone could make to move toward their ideal life and profitable
business.
~ Beau Henderson, President of RichLife Advisors, Gainesville, Georgia
I want to personally thank Jodi Nicholson and a Fabulous Group of Companies for their
OUTSTANDING work with my company. Jodi's FABULOUS touch, personal skill, and graceful
tact has propelled my company decades ahead of the competition. Jodi and her team's diligence, design
skills and professionalism is far beyond any of my expectations. I've contracted A Fabulous Group to
assist with ALL operations of my company and I HIGHLY recommend them for all your business
needs. THANK YOU for making my company OUTSHINE the competition.
~ Rob Wendt, President of MVP - Motor Vehicle Prep, Las Vegas, Nevada
Jodi Nicholson, CEO of A Fabulous Group is incredibly smart. A true problem solver and critical
thinker. If you want a modern day Einstein, look no further.
~ Jeanne Baach, Insight Publishing
Jodi Nicholson is a superb Instructor, Coach and Facilitator. She has the wisdom to suggest flexible
adaptations for client cultures and context, in lieu of rigid application of SCI guidelines and methods.
~ Dr. Francesco Calabrese, Professor, George Washington University
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I started working with Jodi because I wanted someone to keep me accountable in my business. Wow, I
must say, she is way more than an accountability coach. She is a brilliant entrepreneur herself and
understands how to coach me in my business the right way. I’ve been a successful College Planner and
entrepreneur for 7 years, but I’ve truly learned how to balance out my business and life. I never knew
how it was possible to keep my wife happy, my clients happy, continue to grow my business, manage
hundreds of daily tasks, manage a staff of 9 employees, and still have time for fun. I truly felt like my
business was controlling my life, but after working with Jodi, she has proved me wrong. I never
actually thought that I can work less but make more money and have more time for my family. I’ve
worked with many coaches in my life but none like Jodi, I REALLY MEAN IT WITH THE BOTTOM
OF MY HEART. Honestly, when I started working with Jodi, I expected to have the same experience
I’ve had with other coaches in my life, but she is truly an Angel in my life. Jodi has been here for me
during good times and bad times in my life. In life, we all have ups and downs, but she has really
taught me how to take control of my life. I feel like I have my life in my hands and no matter what
happens, I know how to deal with all types of challenges. I used to have a big “to-do” list and wish list
and didn’t know where it was taking me. Now Jodi has helped me identify my purpose in life, my
mission, and how to achieve all my goals, in fact we have achieved a few of them and I can’t tell you
how great I feel. Jodi is the most caring person I have ever met. She has really been a true asset in my
life. You know that saying, “LIFE IS GOOD”, I actually can say that now.
~ Brian Safdari, Founder/CEO www.CollegePlanningExperts.com
Jodi Nicholson truly is a “Fabulous” coach. She is heart-centered, kind and caring,
yet she is no shrinking violet. She has the ability to kick your butt when you are
hedging and get you back on track. She has brilliant business ideas and under her
guidance you will learn to take your business from a limping entity to a thriving
success. Jodi’s knowledge of the business world, marketing, social media and
endless other valuable tools will astound you. Working with her will make you
four times more successful in a short period of time. She will coach you out of your
comfort zone and into the world of big business where you will learn to stop
playing small and embrace the heights to which you can grow both personally and
professionally.
~Angela Schutz, Founder and Managing Director of Driven to Succeed Consulting LLC
www.driventosucceed.net and author of: Career Questions? Ask Angela – A Job-seeker’s Guide to
Finding the Perfect Job
"Jodi is a very powerful coach and teacher. She is a true master! She is extremely knowledgeable,
talented and passionate. Her contribution to the coaching profession is invaluable. She offers everyone
tremendous guidance in a very caring and loving way. She inspires all! I am very grateful to have been
taught and coached by Jodi while attending classes at Success Coach Institute. It was a rewarding
experience and I feel prepared and energized. It was a tremendous experience."
~ Karen DeLuca, Ohio
Jodi demonstrated her mastery of educational coaching during a recent SCI training program by her
expertise in unfolding and communicating the intricacies of coach thinking and behavior. I appreciated
her questioning ability in the discovery of important client information."
~ Dr. Rudy Garrity
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"Jodi is an amazing presenter. Her passion for her work and her students is evident. Throughout the
SCI seminar, Jodi was able to intuitively determine what each of us needed and adequately provide the
guidance and support to take our individual gifts and talents to the next level. Working with Jodi has
been such a gift and I look forward to future opportunities to learn from her extensive knowledge base
and years of experience."
~ Ameenah Rashid, Tampa Florida
"Jodi exudes kindness, grace and class! Her extensive wisdom, both in life and in business, proves to
be a tremendous asset to her students as she guides them through the iCoach System. Jodi operates
with such confidence and ease that you want to know everything she has to share. And share she
will... she is very generous with her spot on expertise and advice while successfully creating a safe and
fruitful environment for you to learn and grow according to your specific gifts. Jodi truly is a Master at
her craft, and an absolute pleasure to know!"
~ Angela Lomel, Florida
"I never knew what having a coach could really do for you but I am so happy to have Jodi in my life.
She has helped me with my personal development and my business skills, without her I do not know
how I would run my business! She has saved me over countless of hours of trying to figure things out
on my own. You would be crazy not to have Jodi as your coach!"
~ Genessy Rodas, Santa Clarita, California
Jodi is someone you can always trust. Great values, gets the job done, highly recommended!” ~ Ed Bell
“Jodi is unfazed by challenges. Always prepared to take on anything encountered.” ~ Charlie Kessock
“Three words: total rock star! Professional, successful, coach. Sorry, that's actually six words. Peace! ”
~ Jeff Brown
"“Jodi has a track record for success, as well as a bright future” ~ Sharon Drenner, Image Consultant
“Jodi, you have an amazing ability to teach, transform and tap into peoples strengths. Thank you for
sharing your life and your gifts." ~ Najla Ammouri, Sydney Australia
“Jodi always has a positive attitude. Brings a refreshing energy to any situation.” ~ Hy Energy
“Jodi is an example of true leadership in action; not seeking merely to gain followers, but also working
hard to cultivate other leaders.” ~ Anthony Nalli
“Jodi has advanced analytical skills. Can process a lot of information and make it seem easy.”
~David Thompson
“Jodi is a born leader who can inspire people to rally behind a cause and really make a difference.”
~ Phillip Merritt
“Jodi blends creativity and innovation with organization and strategy.”
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“Jodi has exceptional business insights. The kind of leader people go to for advice and counsel.”
~ Randy McKeown
Jodi ~ Thanks for your everlasting support and "extreme" push forward. You made me know that I do
make a difference. You are a brilliant light for many. ~ Lorna White
Dear Jodi, You know you are a very special person for me - you have given me gifts and insight that I
will always cherish and hold close to my heart. Thank you, Stephanie
"Jodi you are the BEST!!! I appreciate ALL of your ideas, they're fabulous." ~ Kim D., Florida
“Jodi is great. Clever, amicable, trustworthy. Someone who always gets the job done and has fun while
doing it.” ~ Frans DeQuilletes
"Jodi Nicholson is a thoughtful and compassionate coach, who nonetheless pushes you to promote
your natural strengths and have faith in your own purpose and passion. Jodi held me accountable by
assisting me in aligning my actions with my heart – making our coaching calls inspirational and
engaging me to take actions that serve the greatest good for myself and my community."
~ Joshua Potter-Efron, California
For Sterling Publishing Group
I want to share my experience working with Jodi Nicholson to design, copyedit and publish my book.
Jodi’s knowledge on what it takes to create a professional quality book makes the process easy. Jodi
was patient, efficient and professional and guided me every step of the way, bringing my vision to
reality. Jodi’s creativity and openness to my vision and purpose for my book ensured that the text
layout, book cover and overall design were in synch. This was my first experience writing a book. I
could not have been as successful without Jodi’s assistance. I know my book would not be the top shelf
quality it turned out to be without her guidance and support. I consider Jodi a resource, a mentor, and
a friend.
~Alvin Dawkins, Author – RISE to Greatness and RISE & Shine!
I had my book RISE to Greatness published by the Sterling Publishing Group.
Working with Sterling Publishing Group was nothing short of amazing. They
worked hand and hand with me throughout the entire book publishing
process. I was kept informed and educated during every step. They made it
very easy for me as a novice author to get my book published and available for
sale. The book cover design far exceeded my expectations and made my cover
something I will treasure forever! I would highly recommend the Sterling
Publishing Group to anyone seeking to have a book published. The quality was
nothing less than top notch. The service was professional and yet had a
boutique personal quality to it. I could not ask for a better product, better
service or a better experience. You will love working with them! I cannot wait
to do it again! - Alvin Dawkins, Author – RISE to Greatness
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I just finished my second book RISE & Shine and it was published by the Sterling
Publishing Group. This was my second time working with them on a book project.
Once again, they did not disappoint. The process was efficient, professional and the
result was a book I absolutely am in love with. It is wonderful to have people in
your corner who take the time to understand your vision, and then have the ability
to create it. If you want a book published with integrity, and quality you simply
cannot go wrong with the Sterling Publishing Group. I would not go with any
other publisher. Once again you exceeded my expectations and did a fabulous job!
- Alvin Dawkins, Author – RISE & Shine

Jodi Nicholson has taken all of the mystery and angst out of publishing my book.
When I was ready, she cleared her schedule, rolled up her sleeves and made my
project her top priority. I was amazed at how quickly the book got edited and
printed. She is a brilliant editor and took my book to a higher level of clarity, while
keeping the integrity of its content sacred. Jodi knew exactly when to prod me to
finish the project so that she could work her magic and take it from being merely
my dream to the exciting reality of holding my very own book in my hand. I would
highly recommend Jodi Nicholson of A Fabulous Group and Sterling Publishing for
all your publishing needs.
~Angela Schutz, Founder and Managing Director of Driven to Succeed Consulting LLC
www.driventosucceed.net and author of: Career Questions? Ask Angela – A Job-seeker’s Guide to
Finding the Perfect Job
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